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Abstract—This paper proposes a new approach to simplify the
two-dimensional random walk models capturing the movement
of mobile users in Personal Communications Services (PCS)
networks. Analytical models are proposed for the new random
walks. For a PCS network with hexagonal configuration, our
approach reduces the states of the two-dimensional random walk
from (3 2 + 3 5) to ( + 1) 2, where is the layers of a
cluster. For a mesh configuration, our approach reduces the states
from (2 2 2 + 1) to ( 2 + 2 + 4) 4 if is even and to
( 2 + 2 + 5) 4 if is odd. Simulation experiments are con-
ducted to validate the analytical models. The results indicate that
the errors between the analytical and simulation models are within
1%. Three applications (i.e., microcell/macrocell configuration,
distance-based location update, and GPRS mobility management
for data routing) are used to show how our new model can be used
to investigate the performance of PCS networks.

Index Terms—Cell, mobility management, personal communi-
cations services, random walk.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N Personal Communications Services(PCS) systems, the
service areas are covered by radio base stations (BS’s) [12].

The radio coverage of a BS is called acell. A mobile phone
or mobile station (MS) moves from one cell to another. Most
PCS performance studies assume that the cells are configured
as a hexagonal network given in Fig. 1 or a mesh network given
in Fig. 2. To investigate the MS movements is a challenging
problem in PCS. For example, starting from a particular cell,
the destination cell of an MS aftermovements is determined in
[2]. Another example is given in [15], which studied how many
steps an MS should make to leave a region.

A two-dimensional random walk model with absorbing states
[9] can be used to study the movements of an MS. In this model,
a state represents a cell where the MS may reside. Fig. 1 shows a
6-subarea hexagonal cluster. The cell at the center of the cluster
is calledsubarea-0cell. The cells surrounding the subarea (
) cells are calledsubarea cells. There are cells in sub-

area except that exactly one cell is in subarea 0. An-subarea
cluster contains cells from subarea 0 to subarea (). The cells
surrounding the subarea ( ) cells are referred to asboundary
neighbors, which are outside of the cluster. Fig. 2 shows a 5-sub-
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Fig. 1. Hexagonal PCS cell structure.

Fig. 2. Mesh PCS cell structure.

area mesh cluster. In this network, every cell has four neighbors
and an MS can only move to one of the four neighboring cells.

To compute the number of movements, whenever an MS
moves out of the region, i.e., moving to a boundary cell, the
random walk enters anabsorbingstate. A potential problem of
this model is that the number of states increases rapidly as the
size of the region increases. To reduce the computational com-
plexity, we modified the two-dimensional random walk model
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TABLE I
THE ACRONYM LIST

given in [2]. However, the modified model has been simplified,
which introduces some inaccuracy to the two-dimensional
random walk models.

In this paper, we show how to reduce the two-dimensional
random walks for hexagonal and mesh planes such that the sim-
plified random walks behave exactly the same as the original
random walks. The paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the new random walk for hexagonal configuration. Sec-
tion III shows how to group cells with the same routing pat-
terns so that the states in the random walk can be reduced. Sec-
tion IV validates our model with simulation experiments. Sec-
tion V elaborates on how to use a similar technique to reduce
the states for a mesh random walk model. Section VI illustrates
three applications that benefit from our random walk model. The
acronyms used in the paper are listed in Table I.

II. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL HEXAGONAL RANDOM WALK

Let us consider a hexagonal plane. We assume that an MS
resides in a cell for a period, then moves to one of its neighbors
with the same probability, i.e., with probability 1/6; see Fig. 3.
We derive the number of moving steps (a step represents an
MS movement from a cell to another) from the starting cell until
the MS moves out of the cluster.

Based on the assumption that the routing probabilities are
equal, we observe that the cells in a cluster can be classified into
several types, where a type represents a state in the new random
walk. The term “type” is defined as follows.

Definition 1: Two cells and are of the same type if the
multiset of types for ’s neighbors is the same as that for’s
neighbors.

A multiset is a collection of objects that are not necessarily
distinct. The multiplicity of elements has significance in the type
definition.

The 6-subarea cluster is shown in Fig. 4 where lines 1–3 di-
vide the cluster into 6 equal pieces. Exchange of any two pieces
has no impact on the structure of the cluster. If two cells, for ex-
ample, the cells marked with, are at the same relative position
on different pieces, then they are grouped together and assigned
to the same type. MS’s in the cells of the same type will leave
the cells with the same routing pattern. It is intuitive that cells in
different subareas should have different types. In the next sec-
tion, we describe a type classification algorithm based on the
3-line symmetry concept, which satisfies Definition 1.

Fig. 3. The hexagonal routing pattern.

Fig. 4. The type classification in a 6-subarea cluster.

III. T HE TYPE CLASSIFICATION FOR HEXAGONAL

RANDOM WALK

Here we describe a type classification algorithm which sat-
isfies Definition 1. This algorithm recursively assigns types for
cells in an -subarea cluster. Basically, every cell is marked as
type , where “ ” represents that the cell is in subarea-,
and “ ” represents the st type in subarea-. The al-
gorithm is described as follows.

The Type Classification Algorithm for an -Subarea
Cluster:

Step 1) The subarea-0 cell is assigned to type .
is the subarea of cells being labeled).

Step 2) . If , then Stop.
Step 3) Find unmarked subarea-cells that have one

neighboring cell. Label them by type .
represents the st type in subarea- .

Step 4) Let . If , then go to Step 2.
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Step 5) Find unmarked subarea-cells that are the neighbors
of cells in the clockwise direction. Mark
them with type . Go to Step 4.

It is easy to verify that the classification algorithm has the
following three properties:

1) For , the cell has six neighboring cells.
For , it has six boundary neighbors.

2) For a cell (where , the multiset of
types of its six neighboring cells is , ,

mod , , , . For
, the multiset of is , mod

, , boundary , boundary , boundary
mod , where “boundary ” represents the

type of the boundary neighbor out of the cluster.
3) For a cell (where , if ,

the multiset of types of its six neighboring cells is
mod

mod . For , the
multiset of is mod

mod , boundary ,
boundary mod .

The above properties ensure that the classification algorithm
satisfies Definition 1.

Fig. 4 illustrates the types of cells for a 6-subarea cluster clas-
sified by the algorithm. Cells are assigned to types , where
“ ” indicates that the cell is in subarea-, and represents
the st type in subarea-. The cell in subarea-0 is of the
type . The six subareas-1 cells are of the same type
because they have the same neighboring types (i.e., one,
two cells and three boundary neighbors). For a 2-subarea
cluster, a subarea-2 cell may have 2 or 3 boundary neighbors and
is assigned to type or , respectively. By following the
same method, we mark all cells subarea by subarea. It is easy to
verify that the resulting type assignment satisfies Definition 1.
For example, consider cells and in Fig. 4. These cells are
assigned to type . Both multisets of types for ’s and ’s
neighbors are , , , , , . Thus,

and are grouped together and are assigned to type .

Based on the type classification and the concept of absorbing
states, the state diagram of the random walk for an-subarea
cluster (where is shown in Fig. 5. In this state diagram,
state represents that the MS is in one of the cells of type

, where and . State
represents that the MS moves out of the cluster from state

, where . For and ,
states are transient and for , states
are absorbing.

Let be the one-step transition probability from
state to state ; i.e., the probability that the MS
moves from a cell to a cell in one step. Since all
neighbors of the cell are cells, the process moves
from state (0, 0) to state (1, 0) with probability .
A cell has one neighbor, and the transition from
state (1, 0) to state (0, 0) has probability . The
transition back to a state itself occurs when the MS moves to a

Fig. 5. State diagram for a 6-subarea cluster.

cell of the same type. Since each cell has two neigh-
bors, state (1,0) has a transition back to itself with probability

. For , is the prob-
ability that the MS moves from a cell to a neighbor out
of the cluster in one step. The absorbing state loops back
to itself with probability , for .

Let be the total number of states for an-subarea cluster
random walk. Then and if

The transition matrixof this random walk is an
matrix where

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...

For , , and in this matrix, the elements in
each column and row are listed in the following order:
(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0), (3, 1), , (6, 3), and (6, 4).
We use the Chapman–Kolmogorov equation [18] to compute
the probability for the number of steps that an MS moves from
a cell type to another. For , let

if
if

(1)
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An element in is the probability that the
random walk moves from state to state with exact

steps. For , define as

for

for

(2)

Then is the probability that an MS initially re-
sides at a cell, moves into a cell at the st
step, and then moves out of the cluster at theth step. Our new
hexagonal random walk model reduces the states from

to . In the next section, we validate the new
random walk by simulation experiments.

IV. PERFORMANCECOMPARISONS

Suppose that an MS initially resides at a cell. Then
the expected number of steps that the MS stays in a 6-subarea
cluster is computed as

(3)

Equation (3) is validated by simulation experiments fol-
lowing the procedure described in [19]. In theth simulation
experiment, we simulate the movement of an MS in a 6-cluster
to compute the number of steps that the MS moves
from a cell to a boundary cell (outside the cluster).
Let be the value obtained from simulation
experiments, where

(4)

We calculate with simulation experi-
ments and use 200 truncated terms in to approximate the
infinite summations. Table II shows the results from (3) and (4).
The discrepancy between (3) and (4) is within 0.3% for all test
cases.

The expected number of steps that the MS leaves the cluster
through a cell is computed as

(5)

Equation (5)is also validated by simulation experiments.
From the simulation experiments, we compute using
an equation similar to (4). Table III shows the results derived
from analytic computations and simulation experiments. The
discrepancy between them is within 1% for all test cases.

V. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MESH RANDOM WALK

The two-dimensional mesh random walk model can be sim-
plified following the same concept described in the previous

TABLE II
COMPARISON OFK (ANALYSIS) AND ~K (SIMULATION ) FOR

6-CLUSTER HEXAGONAL CONFIGURATION

TABLE III
COMAPRISON OFL (ANALYSIS) AND ~L (SIMULATION ) FOR

6-CLUSTER HEXAGONAL CONFIGURATION

Fig. 6. The mesh routing pattern.

sections. The routing pattern for a mesh cell is shown in Fig. 6.
We assume that an MS resides in a cell for a period, then moves
to one of its neighbors with the same probability, i.e., with prob-
ability 1/4.

Fig. 7 illustrates the types of cells. Following a type assign-
ment procedure similar to the one described in the previous sec-
tion, cells are assigned to types , where indicates that
the cell is in subarea-, and 0 represents the st type in
subarea-.

Based on the type classification and the concept of absorbing
states, the state diagram of a 4-subarea mesh random walk is
shown in Fig. 8. In this state diagram, state represents
that the MS is in one of the cells of type . State (4, 0) is
an absorbing state and represents that the MS moves out of the
cluster.

Let be the one-step transition probability from
state to state ; i.e., the probability that the MS
moves from a cell to a cell in one step. Then the
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Fig. 7. Type classification for a 4-subarea mesh cluster.

Fig. 8. State diagram for a 4-subarea mesh cluster.

transition matrixof the 3-subarea random walk is a 77 ma-
trix where

In this matrix, the elements in each column and row are listed
in the following order: (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0), (3,
1), and (4, 0). It is clear that our new mesh random walk model
reduces the states from to if

is even and to if is odd. Following (1)
and (2), we compute . The state diagram in Fig. 8 is
validated by simulation experiments by comparing the
and values defined in (3) and (4). Table IV shows that
the discrepancy between and is within 0.2% for
all test cases.

VI. A PPLICATIONS FOR THENEW RANDOM WALK MODEL

This section describes three applications that can utilize our
random walk model: microcell/macrocell PCS network mod-

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OFK (ANALYSIS) AND ~K (SIMULATION ) FOR

4-CLUSTER MESH CONFIGURATION

Fig. 9. Type assignment of microcells in three neighboring macrocells.

eling, distance-based location update modeling, andGeneral
Packet Radio Service(GPRS) mobility management modeling.

In a microcell/macrocell PCS network [4], [11], [20], the ser-
vice area is covered by both microcell BS’s and the macrocell
BS’s. A macrocell overlays several microcells to increase the
circuit capacity. An example of the microcell/macrocell config-
uration is the dual-band GSM network deployed by Far EasTone
in Taiwan [15]. In this network, there are two types ofbase
transceiver stations(BTS’s). The DCS 1800 BTS’s serve for
microcells, which operate at 1.8 GHz. The GSM 900 BTS’s
serve for macrocells, which operate at 900 MHz. The typical
coverage area of a microcell is between 0.5 and 3 km, and the
area of a macrocell is between 3 and 10 km. In modeling mi-
crocell/macrocell configuration, it is required to derive the MS
residence time distribution at a macrocell based on the MS resi-
dence time distribution at the microcells. Our new random walk
model can be used for the derivation of the macrocell residence
time distribution. The first step is to classify the types of micro-
cells within a macrocell. Fig. 9 plots three neighboring macro-
cells and type assignment of microcells in these macrocells. For
a specific type of microcell, we use (2) to compute the number
of microcells that are visited before the MS moves out of the
macrocell. The residence times of these microcells are accumu-
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lated to derive the time before the MS leaves the macrocell. The
modeling details can be found in [15].

Another application of the new random walk is the modeling
of distance-basedlocation update scheme. In existing PCS net-
works, the service area is partitioned into severallocation areas
(LA’s). Each LA consists of a group of cells and each MS per-
forms a location update whenever it enters an LA [6], [14]. The
location information is stored in the location databases such as
home location register and visitor location register. When an in-
coming call arrives, the network retrieves the location databases
to identify the LA where the MS resides. All cells in the LA
are paged to find the MS for call delivery. In [3], three loca-
tion update schemes were proposed. In thetime-basedscheme,
after a location update, a timer is set for the MS. When the
timer expires, the MS performs the next location update. In the
movement-basedscheme, after a location update, a counter is
set for the MS. When the MS moves across a cell boundary, the
counter is incremented by one. When the counter value reaches
a threshold, the MS performs the next location update. In thedis-
tance-basedscheme, when the distance between the cell where
the previous location update was made and the current cell is
longer than a threshold, the next location update is performed.
Results demonstrated that distance-based scheme has the best
performance [10], [1]. In [2], analytical models were proposed
to study the costs of paging and location updates for the dis-
tance-based scheme. A simple random walk was used to inves-
tigate the MS movement, which introduces inaccuracy. With the
new random walk proposed in this paper, accurate user moving
behavior can be modeled.

A third application of the new random walk is the modeling
of General Packet Radio Service(GPRS) mobility management.
GPRS [7] provides data services for digital TDMA systems such
as GSM [13], [16], [17] or Digital AMPS (IS-136) [12], [5].
To support GPRS, a new data protocol calledGPRS Tunneling
Protocol(GTP) [8] is developed to route the GPRS packet data
to the external data networks. To accurately route data using
GTP, traditional GSM mobility management [6] is modified.
Besides LA’s, GPRS tracks therouting area(RA) of a GPRS
MS. An RA is a group of cells, which is a subset of an LA. When
a GPRS MS moves to a new RA, an RA update is performed.
When the MS moves to a new LA, separate RA and LA updates
or a combined RA/LA update is required. It is clear that LA/RA
updates are more expensive than pure RA updates. Thus, it is
desirable to configure an appropriate LA/RA layout based on
the MS data/call traffic. Our random walk model can be used
to determine the number of RA’s visited before the MS moves
to the new LA. This piece of information is then used in GPRS
LA/RA modeling to determine LA/RA layout.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a new approach to simplify the two-di-
mensional random walk models capturing the movement of mo-
bile users in PCS networks. Analytical models were proposed
for the new random walks with both hexagonal and mesh con-
figurations. Our method significantly reduces the states in the
random walks and thus, the execution times to derive the output
measures. Specifically, for the hexagonal configuration, we re-
duce the number of states from to .
For the mesh configuration, the number is reduced from

to if is even and to
if is odd. Simulation experiments were conducted to validate
the analytical models. The results indicated that the errors be-
tween the analytical and simulation models are within 1%.
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